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AllChignon is a line of fashion accessories entirely dedicated to the chignon and the only one in the world for quality and completeness. 
AllChignon was created by women for women, who want an elegant, original hairstyle for every occasion, simply and quickly.
AllChignon is aimed at women who have a busy lifestyle but do not wish to give up their ‘special look’.
AllChignon, created by Stephanie Srl, offers an optimal solution for when there is no time to go to the hairdresser and hair has to be perfect 
for that all-important occasion.

SAVING

THE BRAND

™ is:

CHARME

ELEGANCE

EASE-OF-USE



HISTORy OF THE CHIGNON

As far back as can be remembered, the chignon has been 
a symbol of class and style, reigning supreme as one of the 
preferred hairstyles of the stars and women who wish to 
look different; from Ancient Greece and the Roman Era, the 
Renaissance Period, when women added gems and ribbons, 
the Victorian Age and the 1950s, with Audrey Hepburn and 
Brigitte Bardot, to the stars of today, such as Nicole Kidman, 
Penelope Cruz, Anne Hathaway and Scarlett Johansson; 
even fictional characters, such as the delightful Eva Kant, 
the girlfriend of Diabolik.

DESIGNED FOR
Women with long or medium-long hair:

 who are busy in the world of work or business and want the authoritative air that a jacket and tie gives a man, whilst maintaining feminine
 charm and style
 who are involved with official events and ceremonies, such as weddings, christenings and
 confirmation, and who wish to feel extra special
 who play sports (gymnasts, ballet-dancers, skaters and synchronised swimmers)
 who wear uniform for work (armed forces, receptionists, hostesses)



With AllChignon fabulous chignon hairstyles are easily achieved without the help of a hairdresser. They provide the best solution for women 
who want to have their hair looking really special in the minimum of time and, importantly, without the need for hairpins which pull the hair and 
cause discomfort. This solution is called Easy Chignon, produced by Stephanie srl.

EASy CHIGNON

THE ADVANTAGES OF EAsy Chignon: 
 quick and easy to use (for today’s busy women)
 does not pull the hair or feel uncomfortable, (for women who want to feel
 good about themselves)
 does not require hairpins or accessories which can get lost (important
 for ballet dancers, gymnasts, ice-skaters and synchronised swimmers)
 stays in place (without the worry of having to re-tidy it).

To learn how to use Easy Chignon watch the pictures and experiment with a central or side chignon, single or double 
chignon, perfectly neat or with one or two loose tresses, to suit the occasion and outfit.

WITH EAsy Chignon:
 it is easy to achieve perfect chignons in just thirty seconds,
 without the use of hairpins or hairgrips, which can pull the 
 hair and cause discomfort, and may fall out with movement,
•	it	is	possible	to	create	a	tidy	hairstyle,	which	is	both	light
 and stylish and comfortable to wear

... and with the assistance of a hairdresser:self-created chignon 
hairstyle



THE COLLECTIONS
AllChignon is a symbol of charm and style in its collections of beautiful chignon-covers and accessories dedicated to chignon hairstyles, 
where every woman can find her preferred style for any occasion. In this fashion line, many categories of products have been created, using 
precious materials and creative styles, in both the classic style and newer fashion trends but always with a touch of originality.
Each model is designed with elegance and fashion in mind.
Each item is made by careful female hands.

AllChignon proposes two collections every year:
 Autumn/Winter Collection, highlighting colours and materials appropriate for the colder
 months, with special attention to glittering fabrics for Christmas.
 Spring/Summer Collection, which incorporates vivid colours and exquisite materials.

Special attention is given to products for dancers,
gymnasts, skaters and all activities which use
chignon hairstyles on a daily basis as a means
of securing the hair with a touch of style.

The AllChignon Spring/Summer
Collection comprises 145 models and
330 articles in a wide range of colours.
Some of products are on the shelf.



NET

N 2030 BLA N 2010 GOLD N 2011 FUC

N 2203 GOL N 2201 RED N 2212 SIL

N 2230 VIO N 2231 RED N 2233 FUC

N 1902 BLA N 1940 BLA N 1923 BLA

These are chignon-covers made of either matt or glittering yarn or of tulle 
or lace, often lame, available in a wide range of colours. They are light and 
practical - suitable for all types of chignon (base or top of the neck, top 
centre, upper or lower side of the head).

more styles are available in a wide range of colors



PEARL

P 1010 GOL P 1010COP P 1011 PIN

P 1550 SIL P 1513 GOL P 1501 MIX

P 1504 SIL P 1507 GOL P 1510 SIL

P 1508 GOL P 1512 BLA P 1502 GOL

These are chignon-covers created with an ingenious braid of pearls and 
seed-pearls, in various colours. The pearls are certified “Heavy Metals free” 
and, in certain models, the threads are plastic and silicon (ideal for water 
sports) - suitable for all types of chignon (base or top of the neck, top centre, 
upper or lower side of the head).

more styles are available in a wide range of colors



TEXTILE

T 4010 PIN T 4120 FUC T 5032 BEI

T 5041 PIN T 5050 WHI T 4040 PIN

T 4100 PIN T 4050 PIN T 5020 VIO

T 5609 BLA T 5100 FUC T 5610 BLA

These chignon-covers are made from a variety of fabrics (chiffon, satin, 
tulle, velvet and so on), which appear transparent and allow the romantic 
chignon hairstyle to remain visible. Perfect matches can be made with 
clothes - in general, they are suitable for chignons at the lower centre neck 
but some styles can be used on lower side chignons.

more styles are available in a wide range of colors



CROWN

C 7080 VIO C 7050 OTT C 7100 PIN

C 7110 PIN C 7121 GRY C 7130 IVO

C 7200 BRO C 7190 PIN C 8030 PIN

C 7170 GRY C 7020 TUR C 7220 VIO

These are crown-shaped chignon decorations, which embellish the chignon 
all round with rich fabrics, embroidered with pearls, beads and rhinestones 
- suitable for all types of chignon (lower centre neck, top central, upper or 
lower side of the head).

more styles are available in a wide range of colors



D 3213 WHI D 3300 WHI D 3202 WHI

D 3210 WHI D 3211 WHI D 3220 WHI

D 3230 WHI D 3231 WHI D 3232 PIN

D 3234 BRO D 3235 RED D 3236 PIN

STRASS DIADEM
These are metal tiara combs, richly decorated with rhinestones and pearls, 
perfect for placing very stylishly in a high central chignon - in the style worn 
by Audrey Hepburn in the film, “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”.



STRASS COMB & STRASS HOOK
These are small metal combs with artistic rhinestone decorations, for a 
very distinguished-looking chignon - suitable for low or medium chignons. 
These artistic accessories are metal hooks decorated with rhinestones, for 
inserting into the side of the chignon to provide a touch of elegance (all 
types of chignon).

S 3010 PIN S 3011 PIN S 3012 LBL

S 3013 WHI S 3040 WHI S 3041 WHI

H 3400 LBL H 3401 MIX H 3402 MIX

H 3403 RED H 3404 PIN H 3420 GRE
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ALLCHIGNON is a registered trademark for the fashion line created 
by Stephanie Srl. All pictures, texts and products in this brochure 
are the property of Stephanie Srl and are protected by Italian and 
International Laws in force. Any unauthorised use is a violation of 
Copyright and Privacy Laws.
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MAKE-UP: Edyta Gawrys  HAIRSTYLE: Claudia Twardon 
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